2018 Southeast Regional Symposium
AGENDA
Saturday December 1, 2018 10:00 AM • 4:00 PM
HOSTED BY
St. Petersburg Yacht Club
St. Petersburg, FL

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

1000-1100: Welcome, Introductions, and FSA Annual Business Meeting
Opening Remarks and Meeting Moderator: Stephanie Webb
Introduction and awareness about FSA to organizations that may/may not have attended previously.

1100-1130: Topic #1: US Sailing Updates
An overview of the US Sailing Strategic Plan and a discussion about the best way to accomplish those goals.

1130-1200: Topic #2: Racing Rules Update
International Judge Tom Rinda will provide a quick summary of the changes to the Racing Rules, and provide updates on the State of Judges for regattas, followed by a Q&A.

1200-1300: Networking Lunch

1300-1330: Topic #3: Off-Water Engagement
US Sailing will facilitate a discussion on the best on-land engagement for sailors of all ages. The conversation will cover rainy day activities, shoulder-season programming, classroom education and social calendars. Come prepared to share what’s working in your organization.

1335-1405: Topic #4: Town Hall discussion of Regional Sailing Issues
This time will be spent giving Southeast programs and leaders the opportunity to share best practices and learn from one another. Topics being put forth for discussion include: Area D developments, FSA’s support, Florida legislation and other regional specific topics.

1405-1415: Break

1415- 1530: Topic #4: Town Hall discussion of Regional Sailing Issues
This time will be spent giving Southeast programs and leaders the opportunity to share best practices and learn from one another. Topics being put forth for discussion include: Area D developments, FSA’s support, Florida legislation and other regional specific topics.

1530-1600: Wrap Up
Moderator lead discussion to recap the day’s discussion, list takeaways, and ask questions.

1600-1830: Social Networking Opportunity
Please join us for a drink and some continued conversation after the event.